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Number of protesters who have joined
Charlotte police ambush lawsuit jumps tenfold

BY MICHAEL GORDON

UPDATED APRIL 12, 2023 6:05 PM
   

‘They're all about to get gassed.’ Video shows CMPD o�cers planning tear gas during protest
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The number of names atop a lawsuit accusing police of violently ambushing
hundreds of Charlotte protesters in 2020 has grown tenfold since the case’s filing,
with more additions possible.

Where there were originally seven plaintiffs in the 2021 complaint against the City
of Charlotte and the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department, there are now 68.

Their ranks include a corrections officer, military veterans, ministers, an alternative
newspaper publisher, and residents of at least six states.

All say they were among an estimated 400 peaceful marchers demonstrating on the
night of June 2, 2020, who were herded into a police trap on Fourth Street, then
pummeled from three sides by tear gas, smoke grenades, pepper balls and other
chemical munitions.

The Observer is publishing a condensed version of body cam footage released by the police department Wednesday that show how police planned to ambush and use gas on protesters on June 2nd.
BY CMPD
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The 2021 lawsuit filed under their names in the Mecklenburg County courts accuses
CMPD of planning and executing an illegal show of force — built around the
controversial crowd-control tactic known as “kettling” — to put an end to what had
been almost a week of daily uptown protests over the Minneapolis police killing of
George Floyd.

The complaint also holds the City of Charlotte accountable for the actions of its
police.
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Police initially defended their tactics, describing the Fourth Street marchers as
rioters who had left a trail of violence throughout uptown and had ignored earlier
orders to disperse. Then-Police Chief Kerr Putney claimed that there was “nothing to
indicate whatsoever that there was intentional abuse on the part of our officers.”

However, the subsequent release of CMPD’s own videos revealed a plan by police to
trap the marchers on Fourth Street.

Captured on the audio from his own body-worn camera, CMPD Sgt. Scott Sherwood
offered a chillingly detailed description over what police had in store.

“(Lt. Christopher) Rorie’s got a platoon on Tryon out of sight, (Maj. Robert) Dance’s
platoon is staged now on College out of sight,” Sherwood told the officers under his
command.

“We’re gonna push their ass straight up Fourth. As soon as we get up on Fourth, we
got ‘em bottlenecked now. Rorie’s squad is gonna step out and hammer their ass.
Dance’s squad is gonna step out and hammer their ass with gas ... We’re gonna f----n’
pop it up.”

Sherwood had one last command as the marchers walked by.
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“Wave goodbye,” he said, “they’re all about to get gassed.”

The subsequent violence was captured on multiple videos, with the marchers
trapped in a police crossfire of chemical munitions as other officers stationed on the
second floor of a parking deck fired down from above.

Plaintiff Melody Rogers told The Charlotte Observer in 2020 that she and dozens of
other protesters sat in the middle of Fourth Street and huddled against the police
barrage.

“We thought that it would make them stop,” Rogers says. “But they were shooting
pepper balls at us, and they continued to throw tear gas.”

Edwin Walker, a Charlotte chef who has not joined the lawsuit, told the Observer in
2020 that he was among dozens of panicked marchers who tried to escape by
shimmying under a locked security gate leading into the parking deck.

“That was the worst part,” he said. “You could hear the pop, pop, pop of the pepper
balls, and you’re stuck under the gate. Nobody can move, and it was just horrific.”

The complaint accuses Sherwood, Dance, Rorie and Putney along with police Chief
Johnny Jennings and more than 50 other CMPD commanders and officers of multiple
civil violations, including negligence, assault and battery, false imprisonment and
reckless infliction of severe emotional distress.
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County region.
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“The significance of this lawsuit is that it sends a message that it’s not OK to tear gas
citizens who are exercising their rights under the Constitution,” said attorney
Lauren Newton, one of at least 10 Charlotte lawyers representing the plaintiffs.

“Let’s be honest here. If this had been a women’s march about abortion and not
police violence, the same result would not have happened.”

The plaintiffs are seeking monetary damages. How much money, if any, they receive
would be determined by a jury if the case reaches a courtroom. Or the parties could
reach a settlement, as two cities recently did in similar lawsuits filed by Floyd
protesters alleging police violence.

Last month, the city of Philadelphia agreed to pay $9.25 million to some 350
protesters who police assaulted with chemical munitions during a Floyd rally on
June 1, 2020.

https://www.inquirer.com/news/philadelphia/philadelphia-lawsuit-settlement-police-response-2020-protests-20230320.html
https://www.charlotteobserver.com/entertainment/games-puzzles/
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Also in March, the city of New York agreed to pay up to $6.5 million to 300 Floyd
protesters who were kettled and beaten in the Bronx on June 4, 2020.

The city of Charlotte and the police department’s legal position may have been
complicated by an unlikely source: the mayor.

“Last night was one of those times that none of us can be proud of — that none of us
would want to see happen in our city. But it did,” Mayor Vi Lyles said on June 3,
2020. “And I hope everyone is aware that that’s not the kind of department we want
to have for policing. It’s not the kind of reputation that we want to have nationally or
locally.”

The city of Charlotte did not immediately respond to an Observer email Wednesday
seeking comment.

‘A TEST CASE’

The attorneys for the Charlotte marchers have until the first of June to add more
names to the complaint.

Should the lawsuit go to trial, most of the accusers initially would not be involved.
Under an order by Superior Court Judge Robert Ervin of Morganton, who is handling
the case, any trial would be conducted as a so-called “test case” involving only a few
of the plaintiffs.

Any legal rulings or verdict there could be applicable to the other cases but would
not determine their outcomes.

Ervin said that given the dozens of plaintiffs, holding one or more test cases would
be a more efficient use of court time and resources, and would move the lawsuit

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-64814096
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along more quickly than designating the case as a class-action complaint, which is
what the plaintiffs’ attorneys sought.

The expanded list of plaintiffs in the CMPD lawsuit shows the variety of Americans
who were outraged over the May 25, 2020, murder of Floyd, an N.C. native who
pleaded for his life while a Minneapolis police officer knelt on his neck for more
than nine minutes.

The June 2, 2020 march in Charlotte — the sixth straight day of uptown protests —
drew thousands to the center city.

The smaller group of marchers who wound up on Fourth Street later that night
included dozens of Charlotte-area residents but also demonstrators from across the
Carolinas and as far away as Texas, Wisconsin and New Jersey, according to the
lawsuit.

Newton said the Fourth Street walkers were not “your typical activists.”

“You had moms and babies ... people from all walks of life who wanted their voices
heard,” she said.

“Again, these actions were taken against people who were peaceful — ministers
wearing their collars, ministers pulling off their collars because they couldn’t
breathe.

“This stuff is a different level. This is like something from a Third World country. Not
Charlotte, North Carolina.”

This story was originally published April 12, 2023, 1:11 PM.
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MICHAEL GORDON
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Michael Gordon has been the Observer’s legal a�airs writer since 2013. He has been an editor and reporter at
the paper since 1992, occasionally writing about schools, religion, politics and sports. He spent two summers
as “Bikin Mike,” �ling stories as he pedaled across the Carolinas.
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Their faces were on missing person posters last month — now police say
parents are fugitives, wanted for child abuse. 
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